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conmiserable
It is worthy of pity, pity, compassion, mercy. A person who is exposed to that they have sympathy. Dropped, affected,
victim. That share the misery. That deserves consideration and affection.

conmocionarse
It is the action of feeling emotion, feel severely affected, distraught, upset, stunned.  Disturb is stun is upset is, be
affected.

conmoriencia
It is the same as conmorencia or the comurientes theory.  In inheritance law is the theory which makes presume that
people who die in a crash car or air die at the same time.  That he die at the time or at the same time.

conmovida
Action move. It means being affected by something, shaken, disturbed, tingling.

conmovio
The correct term is moved, with tilde.  It's a conmove inflection.  It means to impress, disturb, unsettle, bury, alter, shake.

conmueve
It is a turning move.  It means to impress, disturb, disrupt, alter, shake, affect.

connivencia
Action and effect of connivir, which means tolerating, supporting, admitting, conspiring, pimping.  Alliance,
condescension, tolerance, disguise, complicity, contubernio, conspiracy. 

connor
It is used as a first and last name.  It is of Gaelic origin and means lover of house dogs or lover of wolves.  It comes from
another Irish name: Conchobhar. 

cono aluvial
It is the same as a drainage cone or alluvial fan, in Geology and Topography.   It is a term used in Geomorphology, a
science that studies the formation of soil relief.  It is a form of relief caused by water effects.  It is characterized by
having soft slope, loose soil and cone shape.

cono de deyección
In Geology and Topography it is the same as alluvial fan.  It is a term used in Geomorphology that studies the formation
of soil relief.  It is a form of relief caused by water effects.  It is characterized by having soft slope, loose soil and cone
shape.

conocer
It means to treat, frequent, rub shoulders.  It also means to warn, to know, to know, to realize, to intuit. 



conocia
they knew is incorrectly written and should be written as "knew ( With tilde )."being its meaning:<br>It is an inflection of
knowing. It means treat frequent, alternate, mingle, relate, learn, realize, warn, find out, understand, Intuit, feel, discern.

conohyus
Species of prehistoric pork that existed in Europe and Asia in the Miocene.  belonged to the Tetraconodontinae family.

cononigos
The correct term is cononigos.  They are edible leaf plants with which salads are made.

conophis
It is a genus of snakes from Central America.  They're called roadguards.  They're not poisonous.  they belong to the
Dipsadinae family, although some herpetologists consider them Colubridae.

conopophila
It means lover of the midges and mosquitoes.  Devourer of mosquitoes or gnats.  It is a genus of birds in the family
Meliphagidae.  They belong to the order Passeriformes (in form of bird.  Fede: There is No order Conopophila)

conos
They are the same pine trees and in general of coniferous plants, fruits, also called pine nuts, or pine cones. Cone is the
name of an ice cream popular in geometric Colombia.Cuerpo of circular base and which is attached to a single point
called the vertex. Cone-shaped surface.

conothraupis
The name of a genus of bird in the Thraupidae family, popularly known as Tanagers is, albinegras, fruit bowls, or
pizones.  They have very loud peaks.  They are endemic in the northern part of South America.

conoto
In the eastern plains of Colombia is a way of calling the oriole.  Oropendula angustrifons and belongs to the family
Icteridae.  Its scientific name means jackdaw or narrow front estorninio.

conónimo
They have similar meanings, but they are not the same.  They can be synonymous but they have different meanings.

conquibus
It means money, fortune.  have comfort and resources. 

conquista
Period of history that was characterized by invasions and looting by the Spaniards in America.  It was prior to the Colony
and Independence.  Domination, occupation.   It also means triumph, victory, achievement, spoils, dispossession. 
Trophy.  Stage of falling in love characterized by seduction, flirtation and persuasion.  Galanteo, love affair. 

consagro
I consecrate is incorrectly written and it should be written as "devoted ( With tilde )."being its meaning:<br>It is an



inflection of consecrate. It means offer, devote, offerings, bless, credited, delivered, persevere, achieve.

consangrante
consangrante is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Consagrante" as meaning:<br>The correct term is
Consagrante. Used to designate the person who heads a religious cult either priest, priest, Minister, Bishop, Archbishop,
Cardinal or even the Pope. Religious consecrated to a person or a place declared as sacred. Sacralize, sanctify, bless,
Divinizar.Persona that does something wonderful that deserves recognition, which gives fame or has force or validity.
Excellent, outstanding, brilliant, bright, successful.

conseguir camello
In Colombia "To get camel" means looking for work or get get it.  The word camel alone, outside of the designated
animal, in Colombia means work, but is also used as an adjective to mean hard, difficult, complicated, difficult, hard,
painful, tricky, boar.

consejos
Plural of Council.  Mean recommendation, suggestion, note, notice, warning, Assembly, meeting, Board.  In Colombia
Councils (with c) are the legislative bodies of a municipality.  It is synonym of cabildo or town hall.

consentimiento
Acceptance, permission, authorization, access and admission.  Means approval, acquiescence.  It can also mean Vice,
mimo, malacrianza, aftertaste.

conserje
In America it means doorman, watchman, caretaker.  person responsible for the custody or care of a property and that
manages the keys.

conservadores
Plural of conservative.  That are conservative.  In Colombia a political party, colloquially called blue or Goths. 
Traditionalists, protectors, caregivers.

conservarse
I mean staying in good physical and health condition.  Stay vital or vigorous despite the passage of time.

consesuado
It means consented, agreed. It means accepted by all.

consignante
It is the person who makes an appropriation. Consignee. It is also the person making a seat or annotation in an
accounting book or a book of minutes. A person who gives a money in a box. Depositor.

consistentes
It means that they are very strong, hard, tough, tough, solid, sturdy, solid, stable, firm.

conso



In Roman mythology, Conso or Consus was the god of cereals and silos.  It is also a Spanish town in the Province of
Ourense.  The municipality is called Vilarino de Conso (or Vilariño de Conso).

consomé
It is the name given to a broth, usually unaccompanied, which is made with chicken or meat, onion, coriander, water and
salt.  Substantial broth of meat or chicken. 

consorsio
It is a temporary economic partnership of several companies or individuals to develop a project.

consorte
It means partner, husband, husband, spouse, partner, spouse, spouse, boyfriend, married and all their respective
feminine. 

conspirar
It means colluding, meeting, or allying with others to affect a third party.  It is intentionally altering or damaging the
normal functioning of something, in order to affect an opposing group or the enemy.  Conspiring, sabotaging, plotting,
colluding, boycotting, obstructing. 

conspirativo
Relating to a conspiracy or a plot.  That it is intended to affect someone. 

constable
You have recorded.  Which is constant.  In the United States it is the name of a police office very similar to that of sheriff.

constancias
Certifications that attest to anything.  Compliance. Constancy is synonymous with assiduity, perseverance, continuity,
firmness, loyalty, perseverance, tenacity.

constante
It means that it is consistent, that it persists, that it is durable.  Persistent.  That it is continuous and uninterrupted. 

constantino
The correct term is Constantine ( 41 own name;.  It is a name of Latin origin male.  It comes from Contancio and means
persevering.  It is the name of a Roman Emperor, called Flavio Valerio Aurelio Constantine, also known as Constantino
I, Constantino el Grande or St. Constantine.  He is revered in Greek Byzantine Catholic churches, Orthodox, Eastern
Orthodox, and Lutheran.

constanza
The correct term is Constance.  The name of a lake in Switzerland.  It is a name of Latin origin woman means faithful,
constant, perseverant

constitucionalista



He is a lawyer or judge specialized in the Constitution or constitutional law.  Concerning or related to the Constitution. 
Person who supports, defends or is in favour of the Constitution and constitutionalism.

consuelda
It is one of the names of several medicinal plants.  It belongs to the family Lamiaceae.  One of the most common is the
scientific name Ajuga iva.  It is also known as iva, iva moscada, búgula, búgula almuzclada, pinillo, antilide, abiga, clin. 

consueta
In theatre, it is the same as pointer.  A person who helps the actors of the theatre or the opera, according to parts of the
text.  Each and every one of the customary rules which govern a cabildo or ecclesiastical chapter.

consuetudinaria
It means that it does it permanently and out of habit.  It can refer to faults or habits.  Routine , usual . 

consuetudinario
It means that he does it permanently and out of habit.  It may refer to fouls or habits. 

consumir
It means using, spending, employing, ingesting, eating, tasting, gobbling.  It also means destroying, devastating, ending,
extinguishing.  In Colombia it also means sinking, diving. 

consumo
Inflection to consume .  Action and effect of consuming .  Expense, employment, use, use, dispending. 

consunción
Action or effect of consuming or consuming .  It can also mean losing weight, weakening, rickets, skinning, weakness,
atrophy, paralysis.  Decrease. 

consustacial
consustacial is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Consustancial" as meaning:<br>The correct term is
inherent. It is also correct to say or write consubstantial. It means that it has the same essence, like nature, which are of
the same substance. That its structure or composition are equal. In legal terms means that are consistent, which
coincide, which are the same, which have the same content.

contador
Office of people who are engaged in accounting.  Professional degree in Public Accounting.  Last name of Spanish
origin .  Last name of a great Spanish cyclist named Alberto Contador.  Small manual apparatus that is used to count
elements, especially for statistical purposes (e.g. in car traffic).

contados
It can be inflection of counting.  In Colombia we use the term to indicate small quantity, few, scarce, a few.   Some, not
many. 

contaminación atmosférica



Air pollution is given by the presence in the air of substances or forms of energy exceeding the values set out to
determine an adequate quality of life. Gases, particles, smoke, radiation of any type ( heat, light, electromagnetic, the
noise ) they are factors that cause air pollution.

contante y sonante
In Colombia it means cash.  Cash and cash payment.

contaste
It is an inflection of count.  It means telling, calculate, enumerate, relate, review, refer, explain.

contemplados
It is an inflection of contemplate. It means observe, see, look, look, review, please, pamper, meet. In Colombia it also
means spoiled, pechichones.

contención
Action or effect of containing.  It means to stop, prevent, stop, hold, restrain, dominate, suppress, moderate, placate. 
That represses, appeasess or dominates.

contendor
It means contender, rival, opponent, competitor.  Person who opposes another in political or sporting aspect. 
Participating in a contest or competition. 

contendores
Plural of container .  It means adversary, opponent, opponent.  Those you face in a contest. 

contendro
contendro is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Contender" being its meaning:<br>They are surely asking for
container. Faced in the race, the other character in the duel. It is synonymous with rival, opponent, otherwise, adversary,
opponent, enemy, antagonist.

contenerse
It means controlling, regulate, limiting.  Have restraint.

contentísimos
Plural of very happy .  Superlative of contentment.  It means very cheerful. 

contera
Rigid cover made of reinforced or metal leather that protects the tip of the sheath from a sword.  By reinforcing extension
covering the tip of the cover of a pen or the tip of the lining of an umbrella or cane.

contexto
All circumstances and eventualities of a fact, such as time, place, form or mode of transmitting the message, sender,
receiver, etc.  It allows to give more clarity to understand what is expressed.



contextura
It means appearance.  How those of a whole are arranged and how they are perceived by the senses especially of sight.
 Structure and arrangement of all parts of anything. 

contigo
Second person pronoun form.  Name of a song by Danna Paola.  Name of a very famous bolero performed by Los
Panchos and that was composed by Claudio Estrada Báez.  . 

continentes
Plural of continent.  It means that they contain, container, container.  It is also a block of land surrounded by water,
hemisphere, territory, area, area, air, mood, appearance, demeanour.

contingente
It means that it may or may not happen.   It also means group, collective, troop, force, group, set, picket. 

contingente de sangre
quota of blood is incorrectly written and it should be written as "Contingent of blood." being its meaning:<br>It is a book
published in Mexico by the INAH coordinated by José Antonio Serrano Ortega. This book analyzes the impact of
recruitment in the military between the national Government and the States and political relations and in social and
economic life of the regions. The 1824 Congress determined that each State should provide to the army a contingent of
blood, i.e., a certain number of recruits to increase permanent battalions and thus cover their low. Without however, the
Governments of the States refused to comply with the mandate because they didn't contribute to the formation of a
strong national Government that, through an effective permanent militia, play them its military and political autonomy
achieved during the war of independence.

contornillo
Small outline.  Bending or hem of a seam of low width ( narrow ).  Contour, thin fold or hem.

contornos
It is the plural of contour.  You mean edge, perimeter, periphery, edge, frame, silhouette, edging.

contorta
It is a word of Italian and latin which means twisted, twisted.

contra reloj
In the sport of cycling is a competition that is done individually and consists in trying to invest as little time as possible in
a certain stretch.  It is done in the various championships and also in the staged competitions.  It also exists against
team clock in staged races.

contra viento y marea
With the decision to face all adversities.  To fight without limits.

contrabandear
Is to trade goods illegally, without paying import taxes and without the respective customs and/or sanitary controls. 
Trade (sell or buy contraband goods.



contrabando hormiga
It is the kind of smuggling which is made with many people, each carrying a small lump on his shoulders.  It is very
typical in the Venezuelan border to smuggle food and fuel.  Smuggling to free standing or along trails.

contradicción
Action or effect of contradicting .  It means opposing someone else's opinion.  Concept contrary to another . 
Discrepancy.

contradirian
contradirian is incorrectly written and should be written as "would contradict ( with tilde )" being its meaning:<br>It is an
inflection of countering. It means be contrary, have completely opposite to the interlocutor thought. Object. Have a
contrary to the other version in a confrontation.

contragolpear
It means attacking after receiving a hit or attack.  Defend yourself, counterattack.  Attack, taking advantage of the
defensive neglect of an enemy that assaults us. 

contrahecho
It means deformed, which has a crooked or corcovado body.  Hunchback. 

contrainteligencia
It is the part of an armed body dedicated to investigate the same researchers to prevent and control corruption or
information leaks.  Internal control.

contralto
In Music and Singing it is an intermediate voice between treble and tenor. 

contralto
In Music and Singing it is an intermediate voice between treble and tenor. 

contraparte
Members of the parties is a lawsuit: part and counterpart. Plaintiff and defendant, plaintiff and defendant. Other party in
a case or lawsuit. Opponent, adversary, rival, antagonistic, antagonist, opposite.

contraprestar
It is the action of correspond a contractor to a received service, providing another service either requiring the
contracting.  Compensation in kind or service.  Exchange of services between companies or individuals.  Consideration.

contraproducente
It means that its effects are contrary to what was expected.  Negative effects, affecting, causing damage or
deterioration.  Adverse, contrary, harmful, unfavorable, harmful. 

contrario rebelde
They are synonymous with insurgent.



contrarreloj
Against time.  Against the stopwatch.  Type of stages in cycling and type of skills in various sports like skateboarding,
bmx and cycling in which the competitor intends to spend the least possible time on a stage.  It is usually done
individually and sometimes by teams.  Timed competitions.

contrastes sociales
It is the great difference between rich and poor, or developed countries and developing. In the first there is industrial
development, training and primary needs, technological advances have and their income on benefits can reinvest to its
people, in addition to having excellent media. There is illiteracy, extreme poverty in poor countries, the primary needs
are not covered, there is no access to technology and media are scarce.

contratable
It means that you are fit to be hired.  That you are entitled to be hired.  You can be a contractor. 

contrayentes
Term used to refer to the two persons who marry or join in marriage.  Boyfriends, husbands, married (referring to people
who join in a marriage).

contreltofobias
Plural of contreltophobia .  It's the fear of being raped or abused.  Fear of being the victim of a sexual assault. 

contreras
In Spain it is the name of a town in the Province of Burgos.  In Colombia it is a surname of Spanish origin.

contrictado
Constricted or grieved means sad, sorry, painful, saddened.  Compunged . 

contrincante
It means competitor, contender, rival.  Person who confronts another with the intention of defeating it. 

contrito
It means penitent, repentant, sorry, sorrowful, sorrowful, sorrowful, sorrowful, dismayed, sorrowful, shameful.  Who
repents of mistakes or sins committed. 

contritos
It means that they have sadness or melancholy.  Plural of contrite . 

controlatoria
controlatoria is incorrectly written and should be written as "40 Comptroller; In Spanish )"being its meaning:<br>This
word is not the Spanish language, but Portuguese. It means Comptroller, who is an office or Secretary of State
responsible for examining the efficiency and transparency in public spending. Exercise vigilance to the accounts of the
State.

controller



It's an English term.  It is the name of a position in companies that has the function of controlling spending.  Person who
takes control of a company's finances.  The word means comptroller. 

controvertidas
It means controversy, discussed.  They are the subject of controversy, controversial.  They are causal for arduous
dispute, controversy or discussion.  They cause found opinions and difficult to clarify or reconcile.  Of opinions or
positions very different or found.

contrsflujo
The correct term is contraflow.  In Colombia it is a practice of transit that is contrary to normal and by certain lanes in
days or hours of high density requires it.  Flow or circulation contrary to normal .

contumacia
It means stubbornness, stubbornness, obscenity, persistence, insistence, persistence, endeavor, hard work.  Re-commit
a fault again, reoffend, relapse, reiterate.  Rebellion.

contumaz
He's the rebellious person by nature.  Which is very stubborn or obsessed.  Persistent, insistent, repetitive,

contusión
Effect or injury caused by a blow, but not causing injury.  Traumatic injury caused by an external blow.  It usually
manifests with bruising or ecchymosis or swelling. 

conuco
In the Eastern plains of Colombia is a small farm or plot, usually located on the bank of a river.  It almost always has
breadcrops.

conuquero
In the Eastern Plains of Colombia parcelero, a person who has few land where he cultivates for his livelihood.  Person
who grows the conuco.  He grows for his livelihood. 

conurbanización
It is the name that receives the urban development of two urban centers that because they are very close come to join
and form one. 

convalecencia
Convalescence means recovery.  Time when the patient recovers from an illness.  Treatment, healing.

convaleciente
Patient in recovery.  Person recovering from an illness.

convencionalidad
It is the quality of all conventional, everything is agreed. Accepted by all.



convención
In Colombia it is the name of a municipality that belongs to the department of Norte de Santander.  Meeting characters
for a certain purpose.  Assembly, agreement, congress, symposium, meeting. 

convenio
It is an agreement or alliance between several, usually people, entities or companies.  They are achieved after
discussing or exposing the proposals of each one of them.  They always claim the full benefit of the parties.  That suits
or benefits.  Literally wants, accepted by all, with the permission or acceptance of all.  Pact, agreement, Alliance, Treaty,
transaction, compromise.

convenios
Plural of Covenant.  It means pact, agreement, Alliance, Treaty, transaction, compromise.  It means literally with the
permission, acceptance or compromise of all.

convertidor
You can also use converter.  That converts or transforms.  It is an electronic device that helps convert or transform a
signal class from one particular characteristic to another. 

convicto
A person who has been proven to have committed a crime and who has been tried and convicted.  Prisoner, prisoner. 
Name of a film released in 2014, directed by David Mackenzie. 

convidados
It means guests.  People who share at a party or meeting.  It is derived from conviation, which means to incite, invite,
attract, call, offer, enjoy, host, provide.

convincents
The correct term is compelling. It means persuasive, eloquent, evocative, touching, decisive, conclusive.

convivir
It means living in the company of another or others.  Living together.  Share with another all the moments of life. 

convoy
A convoy is a caravan or vehicle group that aims to protect each other.  It may be 40 cars; cars, trucks, vans ) or
warships.  Escort, column, detachment, fleet, Entourage.

convoyes
It means caravans.  Set of very similar vehicles traveling in the same direction or direction.  They can also be a group of
ships or ships sailing in formation with the same course.  Plural convoy .  Escort, column, detachment, railway, train.

convulsione
Inflection of convulsionar. As a noun, it must be seizure or seizures. It means spasms, twitching, shaking, shaking,
tremor, agitation, disturbance, tumult, commotion, riot, earthquake, earthquake.



convulsivo
Concerning seizures.  It produces seizures, spasms, jolts, tremors.

convulsos
Plural of convulso .  It means twitched, shaken.  Who have had spasms or tremors.  Agitated, murky, shocked.  That
generate disturbances. 

conyuges
The correct term is spouses, always with tilde. It means husbands, married, married, married, married.  Couple united in
marriage, married couple.

coñazo
In the eastern plains of Colombia means blow with the fist.  Punch, snap, trompada.

coñipoñi
Potato worm.  In Mapuche language means father or dad of the births.  In Mapuche culture there is a legend that this
worm makes a baby happy and reassured.  It has the function of caring for, protecting and reassuring young children.

coño
Very faraway place (go to the cone).  Away.  The word is used to denote surprise.  Also means unbearable, tiring,
Crown, Crown, head (I'm up to mature cone).  In Chile, is a call to the Spanish offensive way.  In Spain it is vulva,
vagina, female sexual organ.

cookers
It is a word of the language English, plural of cooker.  It means kitchens.  The word cooker means stove.  It can also
mean Cook, who works in a kitchen.

cool
It is a word of the English language and means cold.  In several Latin countries, including Colombia, the term is used to
mean attractive, fashionable, current. 

cooler
It is an English word which means cooler, refrigerator, refrigerator, freezer.  Household appliance that is used to
preserve food.

coopera
It is an inflection of cooperate.  It means that help, it works.

coopeton
The correct term is crested.  It is one of the common names of the Zonotrichia capensis, which is a very common bird.  It
is also called click, chingolo, chingol.  uniform, foliage-Gleaner.

copa
Cup is the acronym for a Panamanian airline's aviation, his full name is Compañía Panameña de Aviación.  Glass vase



that has support.  Vessel, chalice, ciborium.  Trophy which is disputed in many football championships (world, America,
Libertadores, South American, Champions, Italy Cup, Copa del Rey, etc).  Title, prize, award, reward, trophy.  Measure
for the bras for women.  Measure for the shots of liquor.  Drink, drink, cocktail.

copa
CUP.  is the name of a Panamanian aviation company.  It is the acronym for Compañía Panameña de Aviación .  Cup is
also the name of the top of a tree's foliage.  A type of small glass glass in which liquors or wines are served. 

copado
You want to say in Colombia, very full and saturated, until it stops, filled with tired, weary, to the flags.  More is used to
indicate that a stadium, a venue or a bus is crowded.  There is no more quotas, which is full, there is no capacity for
more.

copaiba
Copaifera officinalis, rosewood oil.

copainalá
copainala is incorrectly written and it should be written as Copainala ( 41 own name;.  being its meaning:<br>The correct
term is Copainala ( 41 own name;.  The name of a town and a municipality is Mexicans in the State of Chiapas.  In
Nahuatl language means " Place of snakes which ran ".  Copainala is a village of pre-Hispanic origin, which was
founded and is still inhabited by indigenous Zoques.

copales
It is the name that gave you the indigenous Mexica in Nahuatl to natural resins of trees ( the Nahuatl term Copalli,
wanting deir resin, incense ).  They usually referred to the tree Bursera aloexylon or the Protium Copal, so called: Copal.
 The incense was used in this culture in almost all their sacred rites.

copanatoyac
It is a Mexican town in the State of Guerrero.  East of Chilpancingo is.  The name means in Nahuatl Copal River.  The
river Taplaneco passes through this town.

coparticipe
It must be partner with tilde, except that is considered a turning point of focus that means to run alongside other.  It
means person who performs one activity together with another.  It can be considered as synonymous with co-author,
buddy, an accomplice.

copei
Name of a Venezuelan political party (Independent Political Electoral Organization Committee).  Common name for a
tree, which is also referred to as copey, cope, or wild mamey.  Its scientific name is Clusia rosea and it belongs to the
family Clusiaceae. 

copera
In Colombia woman who serves the drinks in a bar, waitress, the size of a Cup, with a cup capacity.

coperacha



In Guatemala means collection, collection, collection, joint, collaboration, donation, contribution.  In Colombia colloquially
we say cow.

copernicia
It means dedicated to Copernicus, Copernicus.  It is the name of a genus of palm trees in the family Arecaceae.  They
are well known as fan palms.  They are only found in the Caribbean and South America.

copero
A person who serves drinks, waiter.  Female copera, waitress.  It is the term given to a team that has won many cups. 
Taster.  Furniture in which many cups are located.

copete
In Colombia it is a lock of hair that adorns the forehead.  Mota.  When it's fake, it's called bison.

copetón
Colombia is another common name that we give that prick, a very common bird, which abounds in the cities.  We also
tell them afrecheros.  Its scientific name is Zonotrichia capensis and belongs to the Passarellidae family.  In other
countries it is known as pirri, foliage-Gleaner, Rufous-collared Sparrow, chingol and chaquia.  In Colombia-it also means
Myhotcomments liquorish, drunk, drunk.

copeye
Plural form of Copey (pronounced without the end by Colombian coastals).  The Copey is a tree whose scientific name
is Clusia rosea.  It is also called mamey or wild mamey.  It belongs to the family Clusiaceae.

copia
It means exact reproduction.  Same, reproduction, duplicate, facsimile, tracing, replica.  .  It is also an inflection of
copying which means tracing, reproducing, duplicating. 

copialina
It is the fraudulent way of a bad student to try to get better results in his exams : copying from others or taking out a
blowtorch or cupcake (also called chiva).  Cheating on exams.

copiapó
It means blue-green soil.  Green earth or light blue earth.  It is the name of a city and a Province in Chile.  It belongs to
the Atacama Region.  It's a mining region.  It is also the name of a river and a valley in that same region, in addition to
being the name also of a volcano.  Name of a culture that was settled in that region, indigenous people.  Name of a
Chilean football club. 

copietas
In Colombia he is the bad student who to try to get good grades looks and copies the exams of his classmates.  Also the
one who takes out blowtorches, chivas or cupcakes.

copilco
Copilco was an important Mesoamerican ceremonial center, southwest of the city of Mexico, Mexico. It is located
approximately four kilometers to the North of Cuicuilco and the two are in an area that was covered by several eruptions



of the Xitle volcano lava between the 2nd century BC and I d. C. It is very likely that the Foundation, development and
fate of both cities have had common causes, both due to its geographic location its chronology.

copina
It is the name of an Argentine town in the province of Córdoba (Punilla Department).  It is also the name of a river in the
same region.

copiosa
It means in large number, in too much, quantity, numerous, abundant, nourished, profuse.  Massive. 

copiosamente
It means abundant, numerous, so nourished, plentiful, profuse, rich.  With force, abundantly.

copitos
In Colombia are about hygiene, cosmetics and grooming implements.  There are a few sticks with swabs of cotton at the
ends.  They are also called also.

copo
It is an inflection of copar.  In Colombia, it means fill, fill, overflow, complete.

copón
Large size cup, large glass.  Augmentative of cup .  Sacred vessel in which hosts are kept. 

coppelia
In Cuba is the name of a chain of ice cream parlors.  It is the name of a Ballet, sentimental and comic with original
choreography of Arthur Saint-Léon.  It is based on a macabre history.  Doll Automat.  In Colombia Coppelia is the name
of a candy and grocery company and the name of a theater and a sector of Bogota.

copro
It is a Greek root meaning excrement (prefix).  Escato -.

coprofagia
It is the action of eating or feeding with excrement.  Eating faeces.

coprofago
Forgiveness: In the previous post, that defined Coprofago, made a mistake when writing eses ( assuming the general
form taking fecal materials after deposition, " 34 s;   ). Stool, plural of hez meaning excrement should actually be written.

coprofago
Corpofago. That feeds on fecal eses. He said was animal which feeds exclusively on dung or droppings. Generally is
used to identify a type of beetles ( 41 dung; that they eat and lay their eggs in manure. Colloquialism in de eats shit.

coprolito



It means excrement stone or poop stone.  It is a fossilized excrement that allows to do studies on food in very remote
times.  In Medicinal fecal calculus or very hardened faecal matter.

coprolítico
It is a drug that is used to dissolve intestinal calculations or coprolites (Coprolite is a stone of excrement or intestinal
calculation).

coprológico
It means relative to feces.  Relating to faecal matter.  Eschatological. 

copromancia
It is the type of purported divination that is done by analyzing fecal matter (in some cases from animals).  It is also
known as eschatonance. 

coprotagonista
Character who shares the starring role of one play with another.  It shares prominence. 

coprozoico
The correct term is coprozoic, always with tilde.  It is the same as escatophile.  Tell of microorganisms that live between
fecal matter or feces. 

copto
Name given to the Christians of Egypt.  It is also the name of a language and an intricate script to Egypt in the first
century.  It was derived from ancient Egyptian.  Name designating the Egyptian belonging to the Coptic Orthodox
Church and the Coptic Catholic Church. 

copula vaginal
The correct term is vaginal intercourse ( with tilde ).  Mean full intercourse with penetration of the penis into the vagina.

coquena
It is a word of Quechua origin that means the good shepherd.  The one who takes good care of vicuñas and other
domestic animals. 

coqueta
A woman who uses her charms to attract men.  Frivolous, smug, vain, seductive.  In Colombia is also a way of calling
the vanity (furniture very used by ladies for grooming and makeup).

coquetería
Resource that a woman who uses to attract men is used.  Art to use charms to attract men.  Frivolity, presumption,
vanity, seduction.  In Colombia it is also a way of calling the activity that is done in front of the dressing table (furniture
widely used by ladies to fix and make up).  Fixsefied, make up.

coqui
Coquí is the common name of a frog that was introduced in Hawaii, from Puerto Rico.  It is typical of very wet land.  Its



scientific name is Eleutherodactylus coqui and belongs to the Eleutherodactylidae family.  Very common frog in Puerto
Rico.  Some species of coqui are too tiny and have the record in smallness of amphibians.

coquimbita
It is the name of a mineral and also a group of minerals, sulfates of iron found in very dry and arid areas.  It is also a
little-used name for children born in Coquimbo (Chile), it is more common to use coquimbano or coquimbana.

coquimbo
In Chile it is the name of a city in the north of the country.  It is also the name of the region that surrounds it and was
formerly a Province or Department.  Name that was also given to the valley of the Elqui River.  In Uruguay there is a
river with the name of Coquimbo (Coquimbo stream).  In Peru, there is also a city called Coquimbo and belongs to the
Province of Caravelí, Department of Arequipa.

coquino
It is one of the common names of a tree in the Sapotaceae family.  It has hard and heavy wood and its fruits are edible.  
Its scientific name is Pouteria nemorosa.  Its fruit is similar to the mamey or the caimito.

cora
It is a vulgarismo used in Central America to name the currency of a quarter of a dollar ( 25 cents ).  It is specifically a
Mexican ethnic group in the State of Nayarit in the municipality of El Nayar.  The Cora call themselves Nayeeri.  Cora is
the name of the language of this town.

coracina
It is a diminutive of armor.  It means small shell.  Also in ornithology is the name of a genus of bird in the
Campephagidae family, which are known as orugueros birds.

coracopsis
Means of curved, curved appearance (comes from the Greek roots corax: curved and opsis: appearance, appearance). 
It is the name of a genus of the family Psittrichasiidae, which are typical parrots from Madagascar and the islands of the
Indian Ocean.

coral
The coral is a venomous snake that has red, yellow and black, rings common in Colombia and Venezuela, but there is
from Mexico to Argentina.  They are the Elapidae family and the genus Micrurus.  There are more than 70 different
species.  The most common in Colombia is the name scientific is Micrurus mipartitus.  They also tell them Coralillos or
oxtail chili.  It is very poisonous.  Coral is a group of people who sing songs in different voices and tones.  Choir.  Coral
is the set or group of animals of the class Anthozoa that form reefs.  In Colombia Coral is a surname, common in the
Department of Nariño.

coralia
Relating to coral, which comes from coral.  Name of woman of Latin origin.  Sea stone, sea stone.  Like coral.  which
resembles coral.  It also exists with K.  Character played by actress Yadira Santana in the Venezuelan telenovela
Secreto de Amor Coralia Hernández, godmother of the protagonist Maria Clara Carvajal (played by Scarlet Ortíz).  It
was also the name of another Venezuelan telenovela.  Name of a little mermaid. 

coralillo



It is one of the common names of a tree and its fruits.  It is known by many endemic or vernacular names.  The most
widespread is guamo or chelele, but it is also called cuijinicuil, jinicuile, cuajiniquil, cajinicuile, aguatope, guama,
mandraque or guaba.  Its scientific name is Inga leptoloba or Inga Spuria.  Synonym Inga edulis .  It is of the Fabaceae
family.  Name of a non-venomous snake in Colombia.  It is also known as mousetrap coral, false coral or coral snake. 
Its scientific name is Lampropeltis triangulum and it belongs to the family Colubridae.  It has a very striking ring
coloration.  Coral diminutive. 

corapipo
It means "jumping Crow".  I corapipo is a genus of bird in the Pipridae family.  They are also called dancers or
manaquines.  In Colombia, there are several species of birds of the genus Corapipo.

corazas
Special layer of reinforcement or protection that is usually placed on items that require them for its use.  Additional layer
that is placed as reinforcement to boats, life jackets, helmets, torso.  They are of very different materials.  Reinforcement
protection.

corazón
Vital organ of most living things.  It is the organ that is responsible for boosting the blood and irrigating it in the body
through arteries and veins.  It means center, central part.  It can also be taken as synonymous with desire, longing,
feeling, endeavor, mercy, love, passion.  Heart is also a woman's name of Latin origin.  Heart, is another of the names
that receives the central or middle finger of the hands.

corbacho
Corbacho is a surname of Spanish origin.  It also means pizzle, whip, whip, whip.  Corbaccio, "El Laberinto del Amor",
Italian Giovanni Boccaccio's work.  A name that has been given to the work "The Archpriest of Talavera", Alfonso
Martínez de Toledo.

corban
The correct term is Corban.  It means offering to God.  Gift or offering to God through a sacrifice.  It is a word of Hebrew
origin.  Korban.  Mount of sacrifices.  Monte Corban is the name of a seminar or monastery in Santander (Spain).

corbata
In Colombia is a character that has a public post by lever and not on merits, almost always without having sufficient
knowledge to perform well.  Usually earn a salary doing absolutely nothing.  Parasite of the society. Strip of fabric,
usually satin colors placed in the knotted neck and as a attachment or embellishment. In Colombia in slang and
derogatory way we tell antenna.  Tie, bow tie, BowTie, mono.

corbetera
Lid that is placed at the stew so it does not splash.  Speedboat dedicated to attacking the Corvettes.

corcel
It is one of the ways to call a horse, especially if it is fast, slender and high-elevation. 

corceles
It means horses, bridones, horseback riding, mounts.



corchar
In Colombia it means asking something to another that cannot answer or does not know the answer, slash.  Leave mute
or shapeless answer.  Ask something you don't know the answer about.  Out-of-context or topic question.

corchetes
Plural bracket and can be considered as a constituency.  It is a double punctuation mark, which has similar use to
parentheses or braces.  It is used to enclose information extracted from a text.  In Modisteria y Confección is a type of
simple and safe closure that is used in various types of garments.  It is usually metallic or other resistant material and
consists of two parts: a hook and a loop.  They are widely used in bras, bras or corsets.

corcho
Cap of bottles, especially wine and champagne, which is obtained from cellulose (vegetable fiber, cork oak bark).  Bark
of the cork oak tree.  It is another way of calling the cork oak tree, which is from the Fagaceae family and whose
scientific name is Quercus suber.  Suberina , hat . 

corcova
You mean giba, hump.  Bulge or lump that some animals have on their backs.  Anomalous deformity or curvature of the
spine.  In Colombia it is also said corsova, with the same meaning. 

corcovado
It means hunchback, which has a hump.  Counterfactual .  Name given to Christ the Redeemer and the tutelary Hill
where it is located, in Rio de Janeiro.  Brazilian hill that is located in Rio de Janeiro and that has a height of 713 meters
above sea level.  The statue is 38 meters high and the pedestal 8 additional. 

corcusido
It is a pretended inflection of corcusir.  It is synonymous with furrowing.  Fill with stitches or hand knitting the threads of a
fabric, the broken or the holes of the garments.  Mend. 

corcusir
It is synonymous with furrowing or sewing (knitting).  Fill with stitches or hand weaving the threads of a fabric or the
broken or holes of the garments.  Mend. 

corcusí
It is a so-called tipping of corcusir.  It is synonymous with surcir.  Fill with pattern or fabric hand desenhebres them a
fabric or the broken or holes in clothing.  Patching.

cordenadas
coordinates is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Coordinates" being its meaning:<br>The correct term is
coordinates. Location of something in a quadrant. Location of something taking into account two axes of ( 41 horizontal
and vertical orientation;. Exact point.

cordero
Very noble and submissive person.  Name given to the rearing of a sheep.  Last name of Spanish origin .  Name of the
capital of the municipality of Andrés bello, in the State of Táchira, in Venezuela. 



cordila
Name given to the offspring of the tuna.  Newborn tuna, fry or dihedine tuna. 

cordilo
A small African scaly lizard is told cordula or cordilo.  It has scales or fairing plates.  It was also a way of calling in
ancient times the larvae of salamanders. 

cordina
Rope derivative.  It is the name of a human gene, coded as CHRD.  It is the name of a protein, key in embryonic
development.

cordita
It is a very simple type of explosive that is composed of nitroglycerin and cotton.  It is mixed with acetone, forms a paste
and is shaped like a string.  Smokeless gunpowder. 

cordoba
Cordoba so without tilde, is a type of fabric.  Tanned calf leather, cordoban.

cordón
In Colombia means rope, twine, sardinel, round, molding.  Strap or rope to tie shoes.

corduba
Roman name of the city of Cordoba, in Andalusia Spain.  Name of the ancient capital of the Bética Province of Roman
Hispania.  Name of an asteroid. 

cordula
It is more suitable Cordula if it refers to woman's name.  it is of Latin origin and means the one with a good heart. 
Cordelia variants (or Córdulo and Cordelius between men).  A small African scaly lizard is also called cordula or cordyl. 
It has scales or fairing plates. 

cordura
It means sanity, quality of sanity.  Prudence, judgment, moderation, restraint.  Psychic state of people that reflects an
excellent mental state and that does not suffer from any kind of disorder. 

corduroy
It is a way of calling corduroy, which is a type of fabric, a rough fabric to the touch.  this fabric is thick and ribbed.  It is
also usually called lamb, corduroy, cotelé. 

core leptosporangiados
The type are the ferns of Polypodiidae subclass or class Polypodiopsida.  They are characterized by a sporangium that
develops from a single cell.  There are some 11. 000 species.

coreografía
It is the name that receives a routine of steps that is established for a dance, dance or gymnastic presentation, in



groups.  It can also be for a water ballet or synchronized swim exhibition.

coreuta
In ancient times, it was the way a member or member of a choir was appointed in Greek tragedy. 

cori
There is also the version that Cori is a name of Nordic origin and that means young or maiden.  It can be used in men or
women. 

coriandro
It is an aromatic herb widely used in culinary.  It is another way of calling cilantro, whose scientific name is Coriandrum
sativum.  It is also usually called dannia, Chinese parsley or coriander.  It belongs to the Apiaceae family. 

coriariáceas
It is the castilianization of the botanical term Coriariaceae.  This family is botanically twinned with the families
Cucurbitaceae and Begoniaceae.  It is the name of a family of plants of the genus Coriaria and the Order Cucurbitales. 
From them you can get alcaloids.

coriáceo
It means it looks like leather.  Fibrous, sturdy, cumny, hard.

coribante
Name given to a eunuch priest of Cibeles .  It dances in leaps and in an un pleasant way. 

coricobolia
In ancient Greece it was a ball game.  It was considered a sport and was also called coricomaquia.

coricomaquia
It was a type of ball game that was cataloged in ancient times as a sport and played among the ancient Greeks.  It is
unknown how to play it.  It was also called coricobolia.  Etymologically means combat of the sack or combat of throwing
the sack. 

corifa
It is the Spanishization of a genus of palm trees belonging to the family Arecaceae.  The botanical technical term is
Corypha, which means summit, peak.  high or very high.  They are native to Asia and type palm trees are known as burí,
buli or Ceylon palm tree.  One of the common names of this same palm tree.  They are one of the largest palm trees in
the world. 

corifeo
Person who led the choirs in the old theater.  Showgirl.  Etymologically derives from Greek and means head tip.  Group
of dancers or dancers. 

corillo
In Puerto Rico it means group of people.  Choir diminutive.  Small group of people who speak in unison.  In Colombia



the group of people we call it corrillo.

corimbo
In Brazil they call corimbo or corimba to a fish that is also known as shad.  In Botany it is a type of very branched
inflorescence, with quite long indexes.

corina
It is a woman's name of Greek origin and means the maiden.  Cora Variants , Cori .  Greek poetwho won the Athletic
Odas contests seven times.  It was From Tanagra in Beocia.

corinto
Name of an ancient Greek city in the Peloponnese.  Name of a Gulf in Greece, in the same region.  In Colombia it is the
name of a municipality of the Department of Cauca.  It is also the name of a corregimiento of the municipality of Pajarito
in the Department of Boyacá.  Corinth, is also a color that corresponds to a dark red, wine red or garnet.

corion
It is the name given to the mambrana that covers the embryo in mammals.  It forms the placenta. 

coripeño
It means that it is natural from Coripe, a Spanish municipality of the Province of Seville, in Andalusia. 

corito
It has several meanings.  Diminutive choir, chorus of few voices.  It can mean little heart.  It can also mean nude,
empeloto, viringo or shy, apocalyptic, pusillanimous, timorate. 

corito celestial
In Colombia, colloquially, it is the name given to a chorus of insults hurled by fans as a sign of disapproval, either to a
certain player or to the referee of the match. 

coriyo
The right word may be corillo or clique. In Colombia we say " Corillo " or " Heavenly corillo " to insulting chants of the
wild bars to the arbiters who whistle badly or to players or teams that do not yield. On the other hand, clique is a group
of people who flock for a special reason. Tumult.

coriza
It is a respiratory viral disease that gives many animals especially birds.  It is known as a moquillo or avian respiratory
infection.  It can become lethal.  In the case of dogs and other mammals it is called Distemper or Carré Disease.  It is
most used to call the moquillo of birds so.  Coriza is a word of Latin origin (coryza) that means cold, cold.  Also in the
case of humans is a way to call the common cold.  Acute rhinitis, inflammation of the nasal mucosa.  They are produced
by viruses in the family Paramyxoviridae (the same as the Measles virus), genus Morbillivirus.  Rhinitis, allergy.  

cormobates
It is a technical term which means "Wayfarer of the trunks", walking in the trunks or stems.  It is a genus of bird in the
Climacteridae family and they are known as saltatroncos.



cormocyon
It was a transitional canid taxon that existed in the Middle Miocene and together with the Desmocyon are considered
ancestors of the Borophaginae.  small prehistoric dog bone crusher.

cormorán
Name used in Spain for a type of ships of the Navy, code P - 41.  Patrollers were heavy.  Common name of some very
heavy sea birds, so some of them may not fly, but they are excellent swimmers.  They belong to the genus
Phalacrocorax, which means bald head Ravens.  they are the Phalacrocoracidae family.  They feed on fish that are
caught under water.

cornaca
It is the name given to an elephant handler or tamer.  Name of the technique of dawning and handling elephants.  It is
synonymous with mahout which is a Word in Hindi language and means elephant assembler, elephant rider. 

cornavin
Swiss watch brand.  Name of a train station in Geneva .  Name of Hotel de Geneva in the same area. 

cornea
The correct term is cornea (with accent).  It means that it has the hardness of a horn.  That it is hard.  It is also the
transparent front part of the eye.

cornearle
It is an inflection of Goring.  Means be attacked or affected with a bull's horns.  Encachar, astarle, empitonar le

cornejo
It is the name of a town in the province of Burgos in Spain.  Surname of Spanish, very common origin in Chile.  Male of
the Raven.  It is also one of the common names of a shrub that is also known as sanguinuelo, sanguino, wild cherry,
cornelian cherry dogwood, or corno.  It belongs to the family Cornaceae.

cornejo
It is the name of a town in the province of Burgos in Spain.  Surname of Spanish, very common origin in Chile.  Male of
the Raven.  It is also one of the common names of a shrub that is also known as sanguinuelo, sanguino, wild cherry,
cornelian cherry dogwood, or corno.  It belongs to the family Cornaceae.

cornejo
It is the name of a town in the province of Burgos in Spain.  Surname of Spanish, very common origin in Chile.  Male of
the Raven.  It is also one of the common names of a shrub that is also known as sanguinuelo, sanguino, wild cherry,
cornelian cherry dogwood, or corno.  It belongs to the family Cornaceae.

cornelio
It is a male name of Latin origin.  It means the one who plays the horn in battle.  Name of a Roman centurion who
became the first Gentile Baptized Christian.  Name of a Roman politician and historian, also known as Tacitus or
Cornelius Tacitus.  He was also called Cornelius, a medieval writer, whose full name was Enrique Cornelius Agrippa of
Nettesheim.



corneo
It is an inflection of Goring.  It means attacking with horns.  Simulate attack with horns (common in the festivities, for
whom is disguised as mad cow or torito).

corneta
Musical wind instrument of the metals group.  Member of the army who plays diana.  A type of hat that some nuns or
religious use.  Cornet, trumpet, Horn, Horn, Clarín.

cornetilla
It is a diminutive of Horn.  Small horn that is added to bicycles as a whistle.  Trumpet smaller current.

cornezuelo
It is a derogatory way of referring to a slim and small Horn.  Incipient Horn.  It is a diminutive of Horn.  Croissant.

cornial
It may mean that it is horn-shaped.  In Ecuador it means molars. 

cornisa
Top of a wall or wall, top.  Generally it has decorations in mouldings, outgoing, cantilever.  On a mountain is a ledge on
a cliff.  Outgoing or edge of a cliff.

cornisas
Plural of cornice.  Mean auction, outgoing, frieze or overhang at the top of a building.  Capital, boss.

cornivario
It is one of the common names of two similar plants.  They are known as eléboros, chaveras or crossers.  The scientific
name is for each Helleborus foetidus and Heleborus viridis.  They belong to the family Ranunculaceae.  They are toxic
and used to poison arrows.  It is also a way of calling a bull antler in which each horn has a very different shape.

corniza
The correct term is cornice, with s.  It is the name of the top of a wall or wall, finisher.  It usually has embellishments in
moldings, protrusion, cantilever.  On a mountain is a ledge on a cliff.  Outgoing or edge of a cliff. 

cornizo
It is one of the common names of a shrub, also known as male horn.  Its scientific name is Cornus plus and belongs to
the cornaceae family.

corno
It is a musical instrument of wind, of the group of metals.  It is also called a French horn or horn.

cornúpeta
It means bull or animal that has horns.  Astado.



coro
Group of people singing simultaneously.  People who speak in unison.  Name given to each of the nine angelic orders. 
Name of a city in Venezuela, capital of Falcón State.  In Greek mythology, Daimon or spirit of satiety.  He was the son of
Hibris.  Also Anemoi who personified the East Wind.  It is also a surname of Spanish origin.  In Architecture is a part of
the church located near the nave. 

coroba
It is one of the common names that give in Venezuela a palm from which edible flours and oils are obtained.  It is used
to replace corn.  It has the scientific name Attalea macrolepsis or Jessenia polycarpa .  It belongs to the family
Arecaceae.  It is also called yagua, coroiha or coroibe. 

corocha
Type of dress or clothing used by soldiers in antiquity.  Reinforced leather clothing.

corocora colorada
It is one of the common names of a stilt bird, typical of South America.  It is also named red corocora, corocora rufa,
scarlet corocora, scarlet ibis, corocora, red heron, cider or guará.  It is abundant in areas of aquatic influence.  Its
scientific name is Eudocimus ruber and belongs to the family Threskiornithidae .

corocore
The Scarlet Ibis or corocore is a type of very light boat that adapt you candles.  Small boat.  In Colombia, Scarlet IBIS is
the common name of a very common wader in the Eastern Plains.

corocotta
Character and local Cantabrian leader, hero of the resistance of the Cantabrian people against the Romans in the first
century BC.  Some authors only consider him a famous North African thief. 

corojo
It is one of the names given in Cuba to the palma Barrigona or Cuban Belly Palm (Palma's belly).   Its scientific name is
Acrocomia crispa and belongs to the family of Arecacea.

corolario
It means fact, judgment or reasoning that is made, logical consequence of something already happened.  Demonstration
of something said or happened previously.  Conclusion , termination , deduction . 

corologia
It is natural science that studies the main social characteristics in the life of an animal, such as habitat, populations,
migrations and distribution.  It is a branch of Biogeography.

corona
Crown, in Mexico is a brand of beer.  Also in Mexico is a surname.  Central part of the head where a swirl of hair is
formed.  Implement in the form of ring of adornment that is placed on the head.  Tiara, headband, Garland, Halo, halo,
honor, glory, Halo, Crown, tonsure, realm, Empire, auction, cornice, monarchy. Inflection of Crown ( It means get, finish,
complete, upload, reach ).



corondá
Name of an Indigenous Argentine people of the Province of Santa Fe .  Name of a river and a city in the same region (
Coronda ).  They were also called corundíes or corondas.  Common name of a tree in the Fabaceae family, south
American Southern Cone.  It is also known as Thorn of Christ or Crown Thorn.  Its scientific name is Gleditsia
amorphoides. 

coronilla
It is the Catholic Church is the same as rosary or camandula.  It is a prayer that is done to the divine mercy.  Colombia is
a variety of guava pulp white, cream or yellowish and slightly acidic taste.  Its scientific name is Psidium acutangulum
and belongs to the family Myrtaceae.  Also called the Pará, Chova, or pear araca guava.  Top of the head.  Be up to the
Crown is not bear more.

coronio
Name of a strongly ionized iron that was found in the Solar Corona. 

coroto
It is is singular of clutter.  In Colombia it means furniture, household goods, home, part of a fret.

corozal
Land where choral plants abound, which is a type of palm tree that produces edible fruits.  Its scientific name is
Acrocomia aculeata and belongs to the family Arecaceae.  It also receives other common names: coyol, mbocayá, wine
palm, grugru, cocoyol, walnut, totaí.  In Colombia it is the name of a municipality of the Department of Sucre.  Family
form of the Casanareño plainsman to refer to the municipality of Hato Corozal, of the Department of Casanare.  

corozaleño
It is one of the ways to call a natural, resident or related to the municipality of Corozal, in the Department of Sucre
(Colombia), although it is more used corozalero.

corozo
Name of a kind of Palm in Colombia (Acrocomia aculeata of the family Arecaceae).  Palm fruit.  It is also called
mbocayá, Palm wine, coyol, espinosa palma, Tobago, totai Palm, the Paraguay canes.  Nickname or artistic name of a
humorist and Colombian Troubadour, called Marco Aurelio Giraldo.  COROZO suffers from sleep apnea.  Corozo juice
is very delicious.

corpiñazo
Augmentative bodice.  It is also a way of calling a feminist protest where bras or bras (also called bodices) are burned or
thrown. 

corporal
Relating to the body.   It also means that it has body or volume, that it possesses matter.  Physical, corporeal, organic,
material. 

corporeo
corporal is incorrectly written, and should be written as corporal ( with tilde ).  being its meaning:<br>The correct term is
corporal.  It means relative to the body, body.  It is synonymous with physical, organic, material.



corpulentos
It's the plural of burly.  It means bulky body, acuity, strong.  Strong, big, jayan, jayanazo.

corra
Inflection of running, which means moving fast, walking in a hurry.  Also in the province of León, in Spain, it means ring,
hoop, ring. 

corral
Place or enclosed enclosure used for having animals.  It's usually discovered.  It can be synonymous with lockdown,
fold, stable, stables, stables.

corre corre
Things or facts that imply urgency or desire.  In Colombia means wave, rush, rush, agitation, desire.

corre ve y dile
In Colombia it is synonymous with gossip, talker, gossip, intriguing.

correazo
In Colombia, physical punishment applied on a leash.  Blow or punishment given with a leash.  Scourge, fuetazo. 

correazos
Blows or punishments caused with a leash.  Punishment old-fashioned.  Fuetazos.

corredizas
It means you can run or slide.

corredor
It is a surname of Spanish origin.  It means the one who runs, the one who competes or participates in a test (athletics,
cycling, cars).  Cyclist, athlete, driver. 

correilla
It is a short or small and thin strap.  Correita.  Diminutive of belt.  Strip leather short and thin that ensures school
footwear.

correita
Diminutive of strap .  Small strap, correilla.  Short and thin strap. 

correiza
It means spanking, a batch of whippings given with a leash, punishment violated with a leash.  Peel, tunda.

correíllas
Plural correlate and diminutive of belt .  Thin and short strap, usually from shoes or a small adjustment implement.



correlacionar
Establish the correspondence of one thing with another.  Relationship is one of a few things with others.  Equivalence,
equality.  .

correlones
In Colombia colloquially, it means that they run a lot or run at high speed. 

correo de las brujas
In Colombia it means by gossip, by rumors or gossip.  Through people's talk.  Gossip, gossip, gossip, gossip, talk,
comadreo. 

correrias
raids is incorrectly written, and should be written as"raids" being its meaning:<br>In Colombia the word would or you
correrías ( plural ) have meant travels, journeys, journeys. Joint adventures and stories or anecdotes that happen during
a trip of several days. Adventures.

correveidile
It means gossipy, gossip, talkative.  A person who is too communicative. 

corrida
Mean race, carrerón.  Very fast formation on foot.  The bullfighting is the same thing that lidia.  Slaughter of bullfighting. 
Marathon.

corrido
In Colombia it can mean crazy, insane (corrido de la teja).  Name of a popular Mexican musical rhythm, which tells
stories of people or animals of transcendence at the time of the Mexican Revolution.  It means that it exceeds or
exceeds the measure in weight or size. 

corriente
It means everyday, ordinary, common, normal.  That does not stand out or does not stand out.  It can also be water flow,
running water or running.  Tributary, effluent, river, stream.  Energy that moves through a conductive network. 
Electricity. 

corrientes
In Argentina it is the name of a Province and a City.  It is also the name of an Argentine river.  In Buenos Aires is the
name of an Avenue and a Station.  Plural current, which can mean regular, average, ordinary, normal or also stream,
river, tributary.  It also means that they flow, they run.  In Electricity it means energy.

corrillo
It is a diminutive of corro.  It says circle or clique to a small group of people who speak or share.  Small group of people
which is isolated from one greater mass.

corrimiento
It is the same as shifting, movement.  Movement in the soil mass.  Avalanche, landslide.



corrinchar
Excitement generated by children when playing (running, jumping, screaming).  Put together corrinches or groups of
children doing excitement. 

corrinche
In Colombia and especially on the Pacific Coast mean bulla, Brawl, get people noise, bustle.  It is also a group of people
who meet to sing improvised way.

corrioso
For colloquial use and street jargon.  It means strong, resilient, rugged, hard.  Referred to a material : that is flexible,
resistant and elastic.

corro
Corrillo, group of people talking among themselves.  Turning to run.  It means brisk walking, jogging, hurry, slide, move. 
It can also mean round, playground, wheel, circle, ring, roundel.

corroída
It's a turning point of corroding.  It means raer, sand, eat, wear, oxidize.  It can also mean disturbing, mining,
remordering, consuming.  Cracked, worn, forged, tended, rusted.

corromper
It means eliminating the prureza of something.  Altering the qualities of something or someone.  Make something break
down or deteriorate.  It can mean contaminating, envicing, depraying, altering, damaging, decomposing, rotting. 

corrompidos
It's the same as corrupt.  It can mean contaminated, vicious, depraved, altered, damaged, decomposed, rotten. 

corroncho
Colombia has several meanings: gross, ordinary, rough, shy.  Used as a synonym for rustic, in bad taste.  It is also a
type of biscuit or sweet bread.  A coastal way is refer in rather derogatory manner to the interioranos or cops.  It is also
one of the common names of fish, which lives in the funds of ponds and rivers, who are told also fumigate, chupavidrios,
ronchos, pez diablo or Eastern Europe.

corroñoso
It means rough, rough, uneven, uneven, uneven, steep.  It can also mean rough, awkish, brusque, rough (referring to a
person). 

corrosco
In Colombia is a kind of typical Hat Straw made using traditional methods.  It is also the name of a tropical song,
performed by the Orchestra "Los Tupamaros".

corrosiva
feminine of corrosive.  It is a substance that produces burns.  That it oxidizes quickly.  It produces corrosion, which
corrodes.  Burning, caustic, mordant, sour, spicy, hot.  In psychology it means sarcastic, ironic, pungent, satirical, biting,
incisive, aggressive.



corrosivo
It is a substance that produces burns.  That it oxidizes quickly.  It produces corrosion, which corrodes.  Burning, caustic,
mordant, sour, spicy, hot.  In psychology it means sarcastic, ironic, pungent, satirical, biting, incisive, aggressive.

corruptor de menores
It is a person, usually more, inducing minors to fail against morality or ethics, taking advantage of their innocence.

corsario
It was a kind of pirates who acted in complicity or with any Government's permission.  Boats and pirate crew that they
assaulted on the Caribbean.

corsé
Corset is also valid.  It is a word of French origin and refers to a piece of leather, plaster or other material that is
intended to protect and cover the thorax.  In Orthopedics it is a plaster element or other material that aims to correct
deviations of the spine and that covers the chest.  Male or female undergarment that protects from under the chest to
the hip. 

cortadillo
They are very delicious cider sweets are typical of the South of Spain.  Nougat.

cortado
Cutting inflection .  It means sectioning, splitting, chopping, dividing, cutting, amputating.  In Colombia it is the name of a
dulce made with milk.  It is also a type of coffee drink to which a little milk is added to "cut" its acidity. 

cortapisa
It means difficulty, obstacle, setback, restriction, condition, but, locks, limitation, book.

cortar
It means to divide, section to split anything with an element with a sharp (cutting) element such as scissors, a knife or a
machete. 

cortar las alas a alguien
Colombia uses the expression "clip the wings of someone" to mean to deny him the opportunity to Excel who strives to
achieve a goal.  Handcuff, not stop progressing, preventing a success or a triumph.

cortar rabo y oreja
" Cut tail and ear " to say win, succeed, but overwhelmingly, sweeping all the awards.

cortauñas
It is a small device for cosmetic use that serves to cut nails.  It is a small tool similar to small tongs with two guillotine-like
blades.  Nail cutter.

cortázar
cortazar is incorrectly written and should be written as "Cortazar ( It's a surname )"being its meaning:<br>Surname of



Spanish origin.  Surname of great writer and Argentine novelist, author of Rayuela.  Cortázar was born in Belgium, as
Argentine and was nationalized in France.

corte
It means mowing, taking advantage of a plant, especially grass or cereal using a mower or a sickle.  Set of judges or
magistrates.  Cut action or effect.  Inflection of cutting which means mowing, sectioning.  Pit, incision, cut, wound,
fissure, section, sample.  It can also mean phylum, blade, blade or entourage, entourage, courtship.  In Colombia, roll of
fabric. 

cortejo
Group of people companions in a transfer in burial or a ceremony.  It is also an action of courting, it means love,
galantear, conquer, lisonjar, flatter, entertain.

cortejos
It means companies, accompaniments, retinues, entourages, escorts, groups, fashion shows.

cortesmente
politely is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Politely." being its meaning:<br>With great courtesy, kindness.
Treatment of another person which denotes consideration, respect, refinement, civility, courtesy, manners, culture. With
respect to a greeting, reverence, venia, kneel.

corteza terrestre
Top or outer layer of the Earth.  Surface of the Earth.  Soil.

cortèz
In Colombia we assume that no first or last name has a specific spelling and these should be written as usual by the
nominee himself.  Cortés , Cortez , is a surname of Spanish origin.  As a courteous adjective, this if with s and tilde,
means attentive, considerate, respectful, polite, correct, gentle, fine.

cortés
Surname of Spanish origin.  Surname of Spanish conquistador he explored in Mexico, named Hernán Cortés.  Bermejo
Sea, Sea of California or Sea of Cortez, are other names given to the Gulf of California in Mexico.  is one of the common
names of a tree in Central America.  It is also called cortez, yellow bark, yellow flower.  Its scientific name is Tabebuia
ochracea or also Handroanthus ochraceus.  It belongs to the Family Bignoniaceae.  It has yellow flowers and blooms in
the middle of summer.  Courteous, can also mean attentive, polite, affable, restrained, considerate, correct, kind, fine,
gallant.  . 

cortina
It means hanging, it hangs, it covers, it hides or separates.  Fabric hanging from the lintel.  They are usually moving
pieces of steamy fabrics that are placed in the windows to cover the vision to people outside the house.  A smokescreen
is something that helps hide reality.  Iron Curtain was also called the wall that separated the two Germanys.  Curtain,
hanging.

cortisol
Name of a hormone that is produced by the adrenal gland.  It is released in response to stress.  One of its functions is to
increase the level of sugar in the blood and help the metabolism of fats. 



corto
It means of short length or of short time.  It's also a way of calling a movie snippet that is screened on a promotional
basis.  Paper clip.  It is a shortened way of referring to a short circuit, that is, a total or partial cancellation of the
electrical resistance, caused by an erroneous connection.  It leads to a considerable increase in the intensity of the
current, which generates spark or fire.  It doesn't cover the entirety of what it should.  It is also an inflection of cutting,
which means cutting, sectioning, fractioning, dividing, amputating, pruning. 

corto pequeño
Spark.  Small or slight contact between two power conductive cables.  The two words can also be considered
synonymous and meaning of short length. 

cortopunzante
It refers to the weapons that make cuts or wounds and also chuzan or needle: knives, knives, daggers, punch.

cortos
In Colombia they can also mean electrical failure, caused by contact between two energized cables.

corua
It is the name given by South America to a seabird.  They also call it duck needle, duck run or cormorant.  It is also
called duck serpeinete , cotúa or biguá.  Its scientific name is Phalacrocorax brasilianus and belongs to the family
Phalacrocoracidae .

coruja
In Zoology can be a variety of owl or owl.  Bird of prey.  It can also be a kind of seafish.  It is also called rémol.  turbot,
coruxo, eyelet, eyes, limanda, rooster, rapant, flose.  Its scientific name is Scophthalmus rhombus and belongs to the
family Scophthalmidae.  The coruja is also the name of two different plants.  One is the Stellaria media, which is also
called pamplina, capiquí or gallinera grass.  belongs to the family Caryophyllaceae.  The other plant is the Montia
fontana of the Montiaceae family.  It is also called maruja, marusa.  sneering, squeathing, squeathing. 

corundas
In Mexico it is the name of a typical dish very similar to tamales.  Small tamalitos.  They are very popular in the state of
Michoacán.

corúa
Ghost bird or disappearing.  It is the name of a group of birds belonging to the family Anhingidae.  They are known as
aninga, cotúa, duck corúa, duck needle, marbella, duck snake.  Its scientific name is Anhinga anhinga.  In Cuba they
also call the cormorant a cormorant.  It is also called yeco or biguá.  Its scientific name is Phalacrocorax brasilianus and
belongs to the family Phalacrocoracidae .

corvadura
Curvature.  Part or place where something twists, turns, bends, or slouchs.  Where a curve or turn is formed. 

corvejo
It is a derogatory derivative of crow.  Small and ugly crow.  In Colombia, it is another name given to the fruit known in
Colombia as badea or motorboat.  Its scientific name is Passiflora quadrangularis, from the Passiphloraceae family.



corvinella
It means resembling a Crow, shining black.  It is a genus of bird in the Laniidae family.

corvo
It means curved, crooked or in the form of a hook or hook.  In Honduras it's a way to call a big knife or a machete.

coryphophylax
It means sentry or guard wearing a helmet.  It is a genus of reptiles in the family Agamidae.  They only exist in Indian
island territories.

coryphospingus
It means "Finch having a tuft or Crown at the tip of the head".  It is the name of a genus of bird in the Thraupidae family. 
They are called corifospingus, match heads, soldiers, araguiras or ticoticos.

corythaixoides
It means 'resembling chicken have a tuft of yew'.  It is a genus of bird in the Musophagidae family.  Birds wandering or
eating bananas are known popularly as turacos.

corytophanes
It means they look like leather (referring to thick, rough skin).  It is a genus of American reptiles.  They are known as
turipaches, helmet chameleons or helmet iguanas.  belong to the Family Corytophanidae.

corzo
A cervid mammal about 75 cm tall.  It has reddish-gray fur.  Its scientific name is Capreolus capreolus.  It belongs to the
Cervidae family.  It is the smallest cervid in Eurasia. 

cosa fina
It means high quality product, excellent.  Expensive and well-crafted thing or product.

cosanguíneo
It means that it has the same blood or the same parents or ancestors.  He's got sty bloodthirsty.  A lot of family affinity. 
Brothers, relatives or close relatives (e.g. double cousins).  Family, relative. 

coscarana
Cake crisp, crunchy cake.  Dry and thin cake which produces a clicking sound when eaten.

coscoatl
They are a few typical tamales of Jalisco, in Mexico: their ingredients are apart from the mass of corn, peanuts, brown
sugar and cinnamon.

coscoja
It means shell, bark.  Name given to the bark of the oak tree, chaparro or carrasquilla.  Common name given to several
trees of the genus Quercus and gives the family Fagaceae. 



coscojas
Kermes is the plural of kermes oak.  Means pepa, capsule, fruit hard.  Similarly to the stone.  It is another name given to
the tree's scientific name Quercus coccifera which is in the family Fagaceae.  He is also known with the names of oak,
chaparro, chaparra, oak, carrasco, carrasquilla or carrasquizo.  It is of Mediterranean origin.

coscorria
It is a word used in Colombia by common people.  It means rubbish, dirt, excrement and shit.  It is also used to refer to a
person of very bad ilk, antisocial, delinquent.

coscorrón
In Colombia it is the same as pescozón, cocotazo or bald.  It's a blow that hits another's head with the knuckles of the
fingers.

coscón
It means wealthy and sly, joyful, person exploited, very skilful to take advantage of what benefits and avoid what hurts
you.  Taken advantage of.

coseca
In Venezuela it is an acronym that corresponds to Coordination of Community Service of the Academic Area of Health
Sciences.  It belongs to the University of San Juan de Los Morros.

cosecuente
cosecuente is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Consistent." being its meaning:<br>This word is not
recognized by the SAR. I think that it is poorly written and wanted to say consistent. If so, it means: person who acts
accordingly ( 41 agreement; with their ideas or what it expresses. That it is the result of what has been expressed
previously or deducted it.

cosetana
It means that he is a native of Cosetania (Cosetanus).  It was the name given in Roman times to the Province of
Tarragona, in Spain. 

coshar
I've heard the word cochar, in Venezuela, which is a vulgar way to name sex. Coshar, does not exist in Spanish.

cosiampiro
The right thing is to say Cosianfiro. It is a colloquial derogatory manner used in Colombia to refer to a thing or small
object, of scant value or unimportant and forgotten that his real name.

cosina
Cosina is a Japanese, the field of photography, specializing in the supply of goals and lenses in general. Headquartered
in Nagano is located. The first camera produced them in 1966.

cosinar
Seguir is incorrectly written, and should be written as cooking.  being its meaning:<br>The correct term is cooking.  It
means preparing food using fire.  Use the kitchen preparing food.  Cooking, stewing, Braising, prepare.



cosmetóloga
It means expert in cosmetology (also cosmetics).  Person of high knowledge about cosmetics, makeup and body
aesthetics.  It makes preparations or creams to protect the skin, improve the body environment and care for or preserve
healthy hair. 

cosmética
It is the art of applying cosmetic products.  It is the name of the industry dedicated to the manufacture of products
dedicated to beauty, makeup, improvement of the body environment and protection of the skin and hair. 

cosmético
It means that it beautifies or improves the appearance.  It also means that it repairs or makes up, improving the
appearance. 

cosmogia
Cosmogia or better Cosmogia Inc., was the former name of the U.S. company Planet Labs Inc. It is a private company
that supplies satellite images from the Earth. This company designs and manufactures small satellite called Doves
which are subsequently placed in orbit. It is headquartered in California.

cosmogónico
Concerning the cosmogony is the origin of the world (or cosmos, the universe).

cosmografa
Expert in cosmography.  It is the person or woman scientist who is adept at describing the features of the universe in the
form of maps, combining elements of photography, geography and astronomy. 

cosmología
It is the branch of science that is dedicated to the study of the cosmos or the origin and evolution of the universe and the
process of formation of planets, stars and galaxies. 

cosmonicos
cosmonicos is incorrectly written and should be written as "Cosmogonic, cosmogonic." being its meaning:<br>The word
cosmonicos is wrong, the right thing is Cosmogonic or Cosmogonica, which is derived from cosmogony. This is a
science of astronomy that is responsible for studying the different theories about the origin of the universe and the
formation of the same.

cosmopolita
Means universal, global, international, worldly, citizen of the world.

cosmos
It means universe, sidereal space, set made up of all galaxies, stars and planets.  Creation, order, world.  Name of a TV
series and name of a carl Sagan book.  In Biology and Botany it is the name of a genus of plants, which belongs to the
family Asteraceae.  Common name of several plants of the family Asteraceae, known as chocolate flower, matapiojos
and also purple sunflower.  Name of a series of artificial satellites of the Soviet Union (now Russia) and various satellite
research programs.  Some 2500 satellites with this name (in Russian Kocmoc) have been launched. 



cosmólogo
It is the person or type of scientist who is dedicated to the study of the Cosmos or the universe in general.  Who studies
or knows cosmology. 

cosol
The correct term is Cosol or COSOL, is the symbol of a Mexican company ( Construction Solutions ) that it sells and
installs houses, buildings, or prefabricated buildings.

cosoryx furcatus
Forked-horned antelope or oryx .  It was an artiodactyl that existed in North America in the Miocene.  It was also called
American Anti-locapra.

cospel
It is the name given to small discs or metal wheels on which coins are minted.  Metal base of a coin or medal.

cosquilleo
In Colombia we use it as a synonym for itching, itching, tingling, itching.  It is a very common form of theft on buses for
transport public, consisting of rummage the pockets of the victim, taking advantage of the grip of the users.

costa
Geographical accident formed by the boundaries of land and sea.  Limits between water and land.  It means coastal,
mergen riverside, shore, beach.  It can also mean price, cost, cost, unwrapping, payment.  Expensing or expensing,
money to be paid.  Last name of a Brazilian player, nationalized Spanish (Diego Costa ).  Land of the costeños.

costachiqueño
It means that it is from Costa Chica.  It is a coastal Mexican region, belonging to the states of Oaxaca and Guerrero in
Mexico.  It is used as a somewhat derogatory term. 

costal
In Colombia it is a bag, Bale or large backpack.  Bulk, bag.  It is normally woven sisal or synthetic fiber.  A rib is
equivalent to 125 pounds or 5 pounds.  It also means relative to the side or the ribs.

costalazo
In Colombia increase of costal .  Also colloquially in Colombia means very strong hit or fall.  Whack.

costales
Plural of costal .  In Colombia it is a talego, bale or large backpack.  Lump , sack .  It is usually fique or synthetic fiber
fabric.  One sack is equivalent to 125 pounds or 5 arrobas.  It also means relative to the side or ribs. 

costarricenses
It means natives of Costa Rica.  Related to Costa Rica .  Plural of Costa Rican .  Ticos . 

costas
These are the fees that are paid to lawyers in legal proceedings.  It is also a surname.  Surname of former player and



currently called Gustavo Adolfo Costas Makeira, Argentine-born football technician.

costeñismos
Plural of cost.  It refers to the customs of the coastal culture, within this too, to the words of the costeños.

costilla
It is the name of each one of the elongated and curved bones that make up the rib cage.  In Colombia in a colloquial
way, wife, spouse.

costilla de adán
It is one of the common names of an ornamental climbing plant.  It is also called bullet, broken leaf, harpoon, cow rib,
cerimán, phyllodendro or skeleton.  Its scientific name is Monstera delicious.  It belongs to the family Araceae.

costillar
Set of ribs.  Thorax, rib cage.  Part of the body that protects the lungs and heart. 

costras
scabs is incorrectly written and it should be written as "Crust" being its meaning:<br>Cover or crust formed by
desiccation of a fluid that possesses or transports sediments. Scab of a wound, sore or grain.

costreñimiento
Costrenimiento.  It means do not allow someone to run rather freely, with autonomy and independence.  In Colombia is
synonymous with limitation, pressure, coercion, brake, limit restriction.

costumbre
Activity that is developed and accepted by all or most .  Habit, morning, routine, mode, use, tradition, practice.

costurones
It's a way to call a seam or crude fabric.  It has a left-handed, ordinary stitch or seam, irregular, uneven.  Very uneven
sutures.  Uneven and uns aesthetic stitches. 

cota
Also, means outside the name of the Colombian municipality and the level curve: bulk, bundle, load, weight, ajoba,
costal, stowage.  Loads that should handle the cotero (stevedore, freighter, ajobero).  These meanings are used in
Colombia.

cotara
It is one of the ways to call a bird of the genus wood, of the family Rallidae.  They are also called Moorhen, water
gallitos, Slaty, chiricotes, chiricotas, chilacoas.  A cotara feeds of insects and small fish.

cotarro
In Colombia people altered or inner agitated group.  Mass restless or an uproar.  Circle of people in a heavy
atmosphere.



cote
In Colombia it is a surname, the same as Cotes.  In Marinería it is a type of turn or mooring that is made on the end of a
cape.  Sailor knot .  Name of a lake and a district in Costa Rica, Province of Alajuela (Canton Guatuso).  Nickname of
the Spanish footballer José Ángel Valdés, who plays for Osasuna. 

cotejar
It means comparing, confronting, equating, facing. 

cotejo
In Colombia it means encounter, confrontation, match, match, confrontation, matching.  It is also an inflection of
collating.  It means compare, confront, match, face.

cotelé
It is another of the names given to the corduroy, lamb or corduroy.  It is a thick fabric with a slightly rough touch.  Yiene
the appearance of a thick fabric with grooves.

cotepratico
cotepratico is incorrectly written and should be written as "Côte pratico - pratique" being its meaning:<br>It is not a term
of the Spanish but French. The correct term in French is Côte - practise pratique. It means the practical side.

cotero
In Colombia is synonymous with teamster, freighter, costalero, bulteador.  Person who earns his living loading or
unloading vehicles.

cotes
In Colombia it is a coastal surname, of Spanish origin.  Surname of a great vallenato minstrel, named Alfonso "Poncho"
Cotes Queruz.  He was born in Chimichagua and died in Valledupar. 

cotija
It is a kind of aged cheese in Mexico, made from cow's milk.

cotilla
In Spain is synonymous with adjuster, corset, corset, BRA.  It is also often used as a synonym for gossiper,
gossipmonger, cotillero, liar, slanderer and talkative.

cotillas
Plural of gossip.  It means gossip.  talkative, slanderer indiscreet.  It also is a Spanish municipality in the autonomous
community of Castile - La Mancha, Albacete province.  Cotillas is located between the mountains of Alcaraz and
Segura.

cotillear
It is the Act of releasing a rumor or gossip.  Murmuring, gossip.  Spread news without confirm.

cotillera



It means gossipy, talkative.  Indiscreet or reckless person. 

cotillero
A person who manufactures or trades gossip (corset, adjuster, bra).  A person who lives aware of everything that
happens around him.  A person who likes to make up stories or rumors about others.  Indiscreet.  Snooping, gossiping,
curious, liar, liar. 

cotizada
It's a turning point of listing.  It means to rate, rate, give or place a price.  Valued, valuated .

cotizador
Person requesting the quotation, person who needs the service or supply.  Fee-paying is the name of anyone who
makes or presents the quote.  Interested in buying a service or supply.

cotizar
In Colombia, it means find out the price of something, usually in several parts, to look for best quality and lowest price. 
Rating, price.

cotizas
In the eastern plains of Colombia alpargates, flip-flops, simple shoe-leather work.

coto
It is an area determined or enclosed to allow the hunting of wild animals.  In Colombia coto is also the same as goiter.  It
is another way of saying control.  Also mean priority, preference.

cotonete
In Colombia, it is the same as I crease or swab.  It is a usual plastic elongated stick having a cotton swab at one end.  It
is used in toiletries, first aid and in cosmetics.  Become an environmental hazard given mismanagement to dispose it.

cotonina
It is an Italian word and means cotton fabric.  It means formed or built with cotton.  That you have cotton or it was woven
with cotton.  It is a Word from the Italian language.

cotorra
In colloquial way Colombia is a person who speaks a lot, talking nonstop.  Lora, habladora, conversationalist, talkative,
loquacious, talkative.  It is one of the common names of the lora, also called Macaw or Parrot, although they are smaller.
 He receives other names as calancate, cachaña, Parakeet, aratinga, parakeets or cjiendo.  They belong to the family
Psittacidae.  Colombia is also the name of a municipality that belongs to the Department of Córdoba.

cotorrear
In Colombia it means talking a lot, chatting, chatting (usually a small group of friends).  It's also said to gossip or roll.

cotorro
Male parrot .  Parrot.  Person who speaks a lot, talkative, loquacious. 



cototudo
In Chile it means difficult, complicated, difficult, arduous, very laborious.  Impossible. 

cotón
It is the same as cotton swab or q-tip.  It is a stick with a swab of cotton in one end and which is used for personal
hygiene.  With double-t.  It is cotton in English (cotton).  It is also a patterned cotton cloth of various colors.

cotroco
In Argentina it is used to designate a part or a piece of something. Piece, portion, fragment, fraction.

cotrocos
Plural of cotroco .  In Argentina it is used to designate a part or a piece of something.  Pieces, portions, fragments,
fractions, pieces.

cotrosa
It means dirty, pig, filthy, filthy, cochambrosa.  It lacks cleanliness or toilet.  In Central America it is also a commercial
acronym, of the company called Comercializadora del Tropico Caribeno S.  To.

cotuas
It is the plural of cotua or cotuda.  It refers to a person's clothing fashioned or outdated.  Colombia is also a cookie
shaped doughnut and sweet, Cotuo, cotudo cover.  People who suffer from goiter, or preserve.

cotudo
In Colombia it is a type of sweet treat (it is a hard, white and sweet ring, similar to a donut).  Person who suffers from
goiter or preserve.  Also colloquially it means close," a scoundrel, who lives at the expense of others. 

cotufas
It is the name that they give in Venezuela to crispetas or popcorn.  Baked or roasted corn.

coturnicops
You want to say face or appearance of quail.  It is a genus of birds in the Rallidae family.  They are called periods or
burritos.

coturnix
It is a Latin word which means quail is the name of a genus of birds, belonging to the family Phaisanidae.  They are
popularly known as quail.

cotuxa
It is one of the names facing in the Central American agouti, agouti, neque, guatin, cotuxa (or cotucha), agouti, colorado
jochi, cherenga, carma.  Belongs to the Dasyproctidae family and its scientific name is Dasyprocta punctata.

cotuza
It is one of the names facing in the Central American agouti, agouti, neque, guatin, cotuxa, agouti, colorado jochi,
cherenga, carma.  Belongs to the Dasyproctidae family and its scientific name is Dasyprocta punctata.  It is a medium



rodent.

cotúa
It is the common name of a group of birds in the family Anhingidae.  They are known as aninga, anhinga, cotúa, corúa,
corúa duck, needle duck, marbella, snake duck.  Its scientific name is Anhinga anhinga.  In Colomboa it also means
cotuda, goose. 

coucheo
It is an anglilicism and drift of couching that means training for leadership and teamwork.   Literately means rest, lying
down or lying down.  Accompaniment. 

coulis
It is a word of French language used in culinary meaning thick cream or applesauce.  Maybe fruits or vegetables.

coulrofobia
It means fear of clowns or people with clown-faces. 

courese
courese is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Course" being its meaning:<br>The correct term is Course. It is
a word in the English language and means course, course, sense and direction. Also means clear, Yes, Yes, of course (
as claim 41. Abbreviation of of course.

court
It is a word of the English language that can mean court, court or court, especially if it is tennis. 

courun
The correct terms are quorum or quorum.  It means minimum number of representatives, delegates or members who
need to attend an Assembly so that this is valid, deliberative and may take valid determinations.  Percentage or
minimum proportion of members of a deliberative body that must attend a session, to make it valid.

covacha
Type of dwelling or room gloomy, poor or dark.  Dirty and messy room.  Small cave . 

covero
covero is incorrectly written and it should be written as "Cobero" being its meaning:<br>It refers to a person who likes to
give coba, flattery or praise others like him. Flattering, fawning, Smarmy. flattering. In Venezuela it means liar, scammer,
scammer, cheat.

covid-19
It is the Code that assigned the World Health Organization to the new Coronavirus that was started in Wuhan, China
and is spreading universally.

covidiano
It means relating to covid, related to covid or the current pandemic. 



cox
Cox is incorrectly written and should be written as "Cox ( is a surname )" being its meaning:<br>Last name of American
actresses, called Diane and Courtney.

coxa
It is the name given to the first artejo or section of a leg of an arthropod.  It is attached to the thorax and before the
trochanter. 

coya
Say of the person who is a natural of the Altoandine region, the moors, the punas.  Indigenous to the highlands of the
Andes of Peru and Bolivia.  Paramuno. 

coya
Say of the person who is a natural of the Altoandine region, the moors, the punas.  Indigenous to the highlands of the
Andes of Peru and Bolivia.  Paramuno.  Wife or consort of the Emperor of the Incas.  Indigenous people of northwestern
Argentina. 

coyán
It is one of attributives of those born in Sobrescobio, a Council or municipality of the Principality of Asturias, Spain. 
Coyano or coyana is also used.  It is the name given in Chile and Argentina to a tree.  also says that pellin, hualle, or
oak.  Neuquén oak.  Flasa has.  The scientific name is Nothofagus obliqua, of the Nothofagaseae family.

coyoacán
coyoacán is incorrectly written and should be written as "Coyoacán ( is 41 name;." being its meaning:<br>The correct
term is Coyoacán.  It means the coyotes or place of the owner of the coyotes.  It is one of the 16 divisions that has the
city of Mexico.

coyofe
It is one of the common names of an edible brown seaweed.  It also receives the names cochayuyo, cachiyuyo,
cochaguasca, cochahuasca.  It is a term used in Chile.  It is a very rich food in Iodine and is found in the southern seas
near Antarctica.

coyol
Coyol or Coyolli in Nahuatl language means large rattle, baby cot and hook.

coyolli
It is a word of the Nahuatl language.  It can have several meanings depending on the context.  A first meaning is crib,
small bed for baby.  It can also mean hook, hook to fish.  Another meaning is large rattle or rattle.  Finally it can mean
palm tree.  In some parts of Mexico it is also common name of two different palm trees and their fruits: Acrocomia
mexicana and Bactris guineensis.  The first is also called in Mexico cocoyol, or coyol.  In Colombia we call it corozo,
another well-known name is grugrú and in Bolivia they call it totaí.  It is synonymous with Acromia aculeata.  The second
palm tree, is also known by the common names of cocoyol, corozo, can, píritu, güis, coyol or uvita.  Both belong to the
family Arecaceae. 

coyote
Person who trafficked undocumented immigrants.  Similar to the Wolf Wild Canid.



coyotear
In Mexico it can mean doing official paperwork.  It is also to process, fill out.  Trafficking in migrants. 

coyotes
Coyotes are a few criminals who traffic in migrants. It is the common name given in Mexico to the barking dogs, which
are found from Canada to Colombia.  Its scientific name is Canis latrans and are of the family Canidae.  It is a species
that has been much expanding their territory.

coyotito
Diminutive of coyote, small coyote.  Coyote breeding .  In Colombia we use more coyotico.  This is currently being said
to a minor who helps migrants to illegally pass borders. 

coyoy
It is a surname of indigenous origin and is common in Central America, especially in Guatemala and El Salvador.  It also
exists in southern Mexico.  Name of a town in Mexico in the State of Puebla .  In Chile it is one of the common names of
a brown algae, which is also known as kollof, coyofe, cochayuyo, cachiyuyo, cochaguasca or cochahuasca.  It's edible. 
Its scientific name is Durvillaea antarctica. 

coyuntar
Take advantage of the circumstances that are favorable to achieve a desired more quickly.  Benefit from the joints. 
Occasion, chance, circunatancia, situation, precise moments propitious moments.  In Colombia we say take advantage
of the papayaso. Take advantage when the circumstances are favorable or favorable.

coyuntura
It is a series of circumstances and factors that characterize a certain situation at a single time.  Propitious moment.  It
can mean joint, joint, joint.   It can also mean opportunity, occasion, moment. 

coyunturas
In Colombia it means joints, joints, joints.  Plural of conjuncture .  It can also mean opportunities, circumstances,
situations, occasions.

coyuyo
It is one of the common names given in Argentina to a hemypteric insect.  It is also known as cicada, cocoa or chicharra.
 Its scientific name is Quesada gigas and belongs to the family Cicadidae .  Males can produce a raucous sound.

coyuyos
Plural of coyuyo .  It is one of the common names given in Argentina to a hemipteran insect.  It is also known as cicada,
cocoa or chicharra.  Its scientific name is Quesada gigas and belongs to the Cicadidae family.  Males can produce a
shrill sound. 

coz
It's the kick of a horse.  In arms, kick or recoil of the pistol shooting.  Rudeness, indelicacy, outburst, inconvenience and
Rapture.

cozol



Nahuatl language means cradle, Cot, Moses.

cóbano
In Costa Rica it is the name of a District, which belongs to the Province of Puntarenas, in the Canton of the same name. 
It is the head and is a hamlet.  It means relative to mahogany or mahogany (a giant tree of excellent wood), or also that
it has the appearance of that tree, whose scientific name is Swietenia macrophylla and belongs to the Family Meliaceae.
 

cóclea
It's the name of a part of the inner ear.  Coiled inner ear tube.  It is also known as snail. 

cólico
In Colombia you mean serious pain in the belly.  Ventral very painful spasm.  Kink, gripe.  Relative to the colon.

cómic
It is an anglicism (for comic, which in English does not carry a tilde).  It means comic strip, comic strip.  It is usually a
novel narrative presented in a series of consecutive paintings. 

cómica
That makes you laugh.  That belongs to comedy.  It means that it is jocular, that it produces hilarity, joy or laughter.  He
acts in comedy plays.  Comedy actress. 

cómico
It means that it is humorous, that it produces hilarity, joy or laughter.  Who acts in comedy plays.  Relating to comedy. 
Comedy actor. 

cómoda
It means soft, loose, loose, convenient, timely, well-off, easy, proportionate.  In Colombia it is also a large furniture of 2
or 3 bodies and with drawers, which is used to store clothes.  Wardrobe.  It is also called chifonier . 

cómodo
In Colombia means pleasant, pleasant, comfortable, spacious, easy, manageable, lazy, lazy.

cómplice
Person who accompanies another in his actions or activities in solidarity.  Companion, companion, friend, comrade,
sidekick.

cómplices
Plural of accomplice.  It means companions, cronies, participants, collaborators, involved, co-authors, participants.  
Persons participating in the commission of an unlawful act or a punishable act.  They collaborate or participate.

cóndilo
Head or rounded end of a bone, which fits into a joint. 



cónica
It means that it has a cone shape.  Related to the cone.

cónsul
A person who is in charge of protecting the interests of the citizens of their country in a foreign city.  It is an official under
the authority of the Ambassador.  Magistrate of the ancient Roman Republic.

cónyuge
It means husband or wife, husband or wife, partner, marriage partner, the one who shares the work of daily living with
another.  The other that is part of the yunta. 

cónyuge sobreviviente
Widow or widower.  Person who under permanent marriage bond has lost his partner, by death.

cónyuges
Spouse Plural .  Couple in marriage, husbands, married.  It also means husbands, husbands, wives. 

cópula vaginal
Mean full intercourse with penetration of the penis into the vagina.  Sexual intercourse.

córdoba
In Colombia is the name of a department and the name of three municipalities (departments of Bolívar, Nariño and
Quindío).  In Argentina the name of a city and a province.  It is a surname of Spanish origin.  In Spain is the name of a
city of Andalusia.  In Mexico is the name of a city in the state of Veracruz.  Name of the official currency of Nicaragua. 
Name of a caliphate of the Iberian peninsula.

córneo
It means that it is hard or consistent as a horn.

cótabo
It was a game used by the ancient Greeks and it was originally from Sicily.  It consisted of pouring the last drop of wine
from each glass in a certain place (it required a good pulse which was always affected by the drunkenness of the wine). 
The winner had the right to have sex with one of those present. 

crac
In Colombia it is the acronym for the Rehabilitation Center for Blind Adults.  It can also mean solid-looking drug derived
from cocaine and highly addictive (although crack is more widely used), as well as a person who excels with a lot of
notoriety in a sport or in a profession. 

crack
Onomatopoeya of noise when something is set off.  It is the name of a drug that is composed of the mixture of cocaine
with bicarbonate of soda or baking soda. 

cracker



It's an English word that translates cookie.  It can also mean crunchy, splitting or fracturing, breaking or breaking. 
Nickname of white Southerners in the United States. 

cracker
It is not a word in the Spanish language.  It is a word of the English language and means cookie.  Crispy.

crafa
It is a surname of Italian origin.  Surname of an Italian footballer, named Leonardo Crafa.  He currently plays for La
Spezia. 

cranco
It is a way of calling the peelings or sores of the beast ( especially horses ).  Ugly, horrible person.

craneosinostosis
It is abnormal and slow growth or lack of growth of the top of a baby's skull.  It occurs by a premature and abnormal
closure of the sutures.  This premature bonding or sealing of the skull bones does not allow proper development of the
brain or this is very slow.

crangón
In zoology is the name given to the decapod crustaceans that are the first pair of legs much larger than the other.  It is
also the name of the taxonomic genus of these crustaceans and they belong to the family Crangonidae (but without the
tilde).  Granat, porre, shearing, prawn, shrimp.


